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Legend tells of an Uth’Gaari warrior born in lands long since forgotten. 

Far to the north when time began, when the wild of the mountains 

Still stood untamed and fierce, the trolls were a people broken, 

Divided into three tribes bearing winters frozen. 

 

A warrior rose proud and true, a warrior named R’ath Gar. 

He was named chief of his people, nomads scattered far 

Across the winter lands, but ever strong of heart. 

 

R’ath Gar knew the mountains held danger and death, 

For many trolls had climbed the peaks, only to utter last breaths. 

But along the valleys and plains, the trolls were all helpless, 

So upward they had to climb, determined and relentless. 

 

He called a meeting of three tribes, the first ever of its kind. 

The trolls from north, the south, and nomads gathered at night 

To discuss his daring plans. A plan to gather all as one, and fight. 

 

Objections were a plenty at his brashness, for none could truly see 

How any force of any trolls could manage through such uncertainty. 

But R’ath Gar held true, and after a time persuaded all three 

Of the tribes gathered. One army was formed to march on mountain peaks. 

 

The climb was hard, the beasts were constant, and little progress was made. 

Yet still R’ath Gar urged his men onwards, despite all their dismay, 

Until at last their final test appeared, with setting suns and the end of days. 

 

A demon beyond the gods control, from realms of greatest unknown, 



Spread its wings and held its spear, laughing at all the little trolls. 

Who dared to think they could muster any control 

Of the mountains which the demon’s magic would forever hold. 

 

R’ath Gar drew his axe, for fear did not shake his will, 

Even though all around, warriors’ hearts were ill 

By the evil creatures wicked grin and piercing shrieks and shrills. 

 

The armies of the demon rose, the undead beasts and fiends of ice, 

To meet the trolls and their force, a battle of legendary might. 

But all the armies were ignored, as R’ath Gar charged into flight, 

Charging for the demon king, a personal challenge for the mountain’s right. 

 

The demon laughed and flung its spear, aiming for the troll’s own heart. 

R’ath Gar smiled and grabbed the weapon, moving about in his mastered art 

And flung it at the demon’s chest. A blow that was true, it hit its mark. 

 

Stunned and aghast, the demon stared at the growing hole 

Leaking fell blood and ooze onto the ground. This was just the first blow, 

For R’ath Gar raised his mighty axe for the strike that would follow, 

A strike that fell and cleaved the head. Down the mountainside it rolled. 

 

The trolls beheld such bravery, and found their hearts lit anew. 

They hollered and yelled and banded together forcing right on through 

The demon’s army, leaderless, that passed away or flew. 

 

Thus, was born a new people and tribe that sat atop the highest peaks. 

All tribes gathered, in the name of R’ath Gar, to form the Council’s Three. 

Now we trolls, we live as one: a peaceful people above the frozen trees. 

Standing tall, proud, and fierce: the legendary people, the Uth’Gaari. 


